Effect of shosaikoto, daisaikoto and sannoshashinto (traditional Japanese and Chinese medicines) on experimental hyperlipidemia in rats.
Effect of Sannoshashinto, Shosaikoto and Diasaikoto, Japanese and Chinese traditional medicinal mixtures (kampohozai), on cholesterol-induced hypercholesterolemia, aging-induced hyperlipidemia and cholesterol turnover were studied in rats. Sannoshashinto, Shosaikoto and Daisaikoto reduced the hypercholesterolemia induced by a high cholesterol diet and Sannoshashinto and Daisaikoto improved the atherogenetic index. Liver total cholesterol as increased by a high cholesterol diet was reduced by all three kampohozai. Furthermore, the increases of serum and liver triglyceride were also inhibited. In an experiment using untreated aging rats, both serum total cholesterol and serum triglyceride levels were increased. The aging-induced increases of serum total cholesterol were inhibited by Sannoshashinto and Daisaikoto and the increases of serum triglyceride were reduced by all three kampohozai. These drugs showed no effect on cholesterol biosynthesis in liver. Sannoshashinto, however, appeared to accelerate the disappearance of cholesterol from blood, while Daisaikoto inhibited the cholesterol absorption from the intestine.